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	Continuing the success of their previous books, authors Linda Williams and Paula Hopper deliver another trend-setting edition that explores and teaches the "why" of medical/surgical nursing. Complex issues are presented in a clear and easy-to-digest way that encourages LPN students to think critically while learning real world nursing care. The new third edition now packs a powerful virtual punch-providing a student CD-ROM. An accompanying workbook is also available that includes a robust activity pack to help build strong study habits in a fun and visual way. A comprehensive and groundbreaking work, "Understanding Medical Surgical Nursing, 3rd edition" sets the new standard for a core med/surg textbook.
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Quantitative Remote Sensing of Land SurfacesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003


	Remote sensing has entered a new era in the twenty-first century with a

	series of operating satellites from the NASA Earth Observing System (EOS)

	program, other international programs, and commercial programs. Since

	November 2000 the first civilian spaceborne hyperspectral sensor, Hyperion,

	has observed land surfaces on the...
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The Customer Management Scorecard: Managing CRM for ProfitKogan Page, 2002
The Customer Management Scorecard is based on a unique global survey conducted by QCi that aimed to reveal the true relationship between effective customer management and business performance. Over 300 global assessments of blue chip companies in 22 countries, across all sectors, were conducted using QCi’s Customer Management...
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Adobe Photoshop for VFX ArtistsCourse Technology PTR, 2004
Adobe Photoshop for VFX Artists is an in-depth guide to creating visual effects art using Photoshop. Taking a straightforward, visual approach to Adobe's best-selling software, this book provides you with everything you need to use Photoshop to meet specific goals for art creation. Develop the skills you need to master professional matte painting...
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Hypertension in the Elderly (Clinical Hypertension and Vascular Diseases)Humana Press, 2005

	A comprehensive review of all aspects of hypertension in the elderly using the most current clinical data. Topics range from basic concepts, epidemiology and trials, and evaluation and management, to pharmacologic treatment, special populations, and adherence, all presented with an emphasis on the optimal management of patients. The authors...
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CoffeeScript in ActionManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		CoffeeScript in Action is a tutorial that teaches you how, where, and why to use CoffeeScript. It begins by quickly exposing you to CoffeeScript's new, but instantly-familiar syntax. Then, you'll explore programming challenges that illustrate CoffeeScript's unique advantages. Language...
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Expert Oracle Practices: Oracle Database Administration from the Oak TableApress, 2010
This book is an anthology of effective database management techniques representing the collective wisdom of the OakTable Network. With an emphasis upon performance—but also branching into security, national language, and other issues—the book helps you deliver the most value for your company’s investment in Oracle Database...
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